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Foreword

Key skills are for everyone, from learners in the workplace, colleges and schools, 

to chief executives in large companies. They are the skills most commonly needed 

for success in education, training, work and life in general. The six key skills are:

■ application of number

■ communication

■ improving own learning and performance

■ information and communication technology

■ problem solving

■ working with others.

In developing key skills, people improve the quality of their learning as well as their

performance in the world of work.

When QCA completed its review of the key skills qualifications and units, it was 

clear that there was a need for examples of key skills portfolios. 

Over the past two years we have published example portfolios for all six key skills at 

levels 1 to 3. The portfolios show one key skill being developed in different projects.

We have now produced portfolios that show different key skills being developed in 

a single project. 

The example portfolios are based on the 2004 key skills qualifications standards and

guidance for the six key skills. They provide practical guidance on organising and

referencing portfolio evidence and on the kind and amount of evidence required. They

are intended, along with the 2004 standards documents, to help assessors understand

the key skills. Their production is supported by the key skills awarding bodies.

Ken Boston AO

Chief Executive Officer, QCA



Overview

The key skills awarding bodies and the three regulatory authorities (the Qualifications,
Curriculum and Assessment Authority for Wales (ACCAC), the Council for Curriculum,
Examinations and Assessment (CCEA) and the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority
(QCA)) have produced this example portfolio as a result of a collaborative project. 
The purpose of the project was to produce a set of portfolios that would give
practitioners a clear understanding of the requirements for key skills portfolios. 

We have now published four example project portfolios: 
■ Combined example portfolio: application of number, communication, problem

solving (levels 1 and 2)
■ Combined example portfolio: application of number, communication, information

and communication technology, improving own learning and performance 
(levels 1–3)

■ Combined example portfolio: application of number, information and communication
technology, communication (levels 1 and 2)

■ Combined example portfolio: problem solving, improving own learning and
performance, working with others (level 3).

The project group selected a range of learning and vocational contexts to show application
of the skills and levels across the four combined portfolios. While a specific context 
may not be directly relevant to all sectors, the principles of approach, recording and
assessment apply and should prove useful to all. 

Key skills chief moderators and external verifiers for the awarding bodies have met and
scrutinised the portfolios. They agree that the portfolios meet the standards for the key
skills qualifications. QCA chaired and facilitated the meetings. 

These portfolios went through an internal assessment by a centre and then an external
verification/moderation process by the centre’s awarding body. Each of them met the standard
and received a pass. They should be viewed as such, not as perfect examples of work.

You will see that improvements could be made to the portfolios. For example evidence
could be more effectively or logically presented. However, room for improvement is to
be expected: candidates develop skills over time, reflecting and progressing as they do
so. Key skills are free-standing qualifications open to everyone at any age. This means
that portfolios of evidence are created in a range of academic, occupational and
vocational contexts. 

Also included in the portfolios are:
■ record sheets that make the feedback and assessment decisions clear
■ commentaries that outline some of the issues and describe the context in which the

candidate gathered the evidence.

Some of these portfolios have been reworked to avoid ‘benefit of the doubt’ situations.
The record sheets have been rewritten to make decisions clearer to the reader. During
the copying process, some loss of clarity may have occurred, especially in images that
were originally in colour.

These example portfolios should be read with The key skills qualifications standards and
guidance (2004), which provides advice and guidance on the assessment of key skills. 

QCA and the key skills moderators and external verifiers would like to acknowledge
the valuable contribution of centres and students in the production of these materials. 

iv
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Commentary

The candidate is a construction student at a college who produces sufficient evidence

to cover the portfolio standards (part B) requirements of:

■ application of number level 2

■ communication level 1

■ information and communication technology (ICT) level 1.

The standard of the portfolio work shows that the candidate would probably be able

to achieve level 2 in ICT and communication too, but at this time there is insufficient

portfolio evidence to justify the award of level 2 in these key skills (eg the candidate

has not given the short talk necessary for communication nor shown evidence for

multiple search criteria necessary for ICT).

The candidate undertakes two activities based on two assignment briefs, which are

presented in the portfolio as required (see The key skills qualifications standards and

guidance QCA/04/1272 p19):

■ assignment 1 (portfolio pp13–17): researching the costs of preparing a small

building site and laying initial foundations and producing a report for the site

manager

■ assignment 2 (portfolio p38): researching the purchase of a jigsaw and producing 

a letter to recommend the purchase.

As a number of documents are electronically produced, they must be authenticated

(see The key skills qualifications standards and guidance QCA/04/1272 p20). 

The candidate’s name appears on the report and the letter, and these and other

supporting documents are signed and dated by the assessor.

Application of number level 2 (see The key skills qualifications standards and 

guidance QCA/04/1272 pp62–63)

N2.1

Level 2 candidates must use information derived from a chart or a graph that is used

in subsequent calculations. The candidate uses the conversion graph (p17) to identify

the different capacities of 8m3 and 8yd3 skips and to establish approximate equivalence

(p24), which is used in the calculation of costs per m3. Information about skip hire

costs is shared by a group of students so that a dataset of at least 20 (in this case 21) is

achieved. The pooling of collected data is acceptable so long as subsequent calculation

and presentation is the original work of the individual candidate. The candidate

independently finds the costs of hiring another 21 larger skips, which enables him to

compare datasets. Further data is obtained from a scale plan (p15) and a diagram

(p16). The assignment brief leads the candidate to obtain data that will enable him to

carry out all the required types of calculation.

The candidate states clearly the purpose of his activity and he states his chosen

methods of calculation (p18).
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N2.2

Two-step calculations of all required types are shown with working. The candidate

uses a calculator and the working shown reflects this. A number of different checking

methods are shown, including reverse checks and checks by estimation and

approximation. The checks are clearly shown next to the relevant calculations.

N2.3

The candidate presents a written report that summarises and explains the main results

of calculations made. The written text is supported by a pie chart. The portfolio also

contains a graph and a bar chart to summarise the results of calculations. The candidate

has therefore produced more than the minimum requirement. Candidates are only

required to produce two appropriate charts, graphs or diagrams, so this candidate

could have logged either the pie chart and the bar chart or the pie chart and the graph

in order to satisfy the standard requirements. Nevertheless it is good practice for a

candidate to support their written explanations with what they feel is an appropriate

number of illustrations even if the minimum is exceeded.

Integration: the report produced is evidence of a written document (C1.3) which

contains an image, although the candidate chose to log the use of an image elsewhere.

The discussion on progress was observed by the assessor and is therefore evidence of a

one-to-one discussion (C1.1).

Communication level 1 (see The key skills qualifications standards and guidance

QCA/04/1272 pp32–33)

C1.1

This is evidenced by a report written by the assessor that gives specific examples of the

way in which the candidate contributed to a progress discussion held with his tutor.

C1.2

The candidate reads the three skip website printouts (Kiloskips Skip Hire (p34),

Papabravo Skiphire (p35) and Charlie Delta Waste (p36)), annotates them to show

what information was being used and writes about this identified information in a

report (pp18–19) for the site manager. It is only necessary to read one document to 

satisfy the standard requirement but the candidate demonstrated good practice by

showing that he had found the information needed for his report by reading all his

website printouts.

C1.3

The candidate presents two different types of document – a report and a letter. The

letter contains a suitable image to support the written text (note that the standard

requirement for the use of an image is that a candidate either finds information using

an image or uses an image to support discussion or writing).

Integration: both written documents are used as evidence for ICT and one of the

written documents was used for application of number. Discussion supported the

development of the candidate’s application of number assignment.
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ICT level 1 (see The key skills qualifications standards and guidance 

QCA/04/1272 pp78–79)

At least two purposeful activities are required for any level of ICT. A purposeful use of

email is demonstrated (p37), the candidate replying to the tutor’s request for a

progress report on assignment 1.

ICT1.1

ICT information is derived from websites (pp34–36 and p39) and non-ICT

information from a scale plan, a diagram and a graph (pp15–17). The candidate uses

more than the minimum number of sources stated in the standards because of the

requirements of his activities.

ICT1.2/3 

Text is developed and presented in both activities (in a report and a letter). Number is

demonstrated by the use of a spreadsheet to carry out calculations using both formulae

and the software function keys. The candidate presents printouts of both the

spreadsheet and formulae (eg pp25–27).

A number of images are developed and presented (eg pie chart p19 and p33, picture of a

jigsaw pp40–42, and a graph p31). Again this is more than the minimum requirement,

but sensible for this candidate’s activities, especially as these images form part of the

evidence for the other key skills. The assessor’s notes on the draft letter (p41) 

relating to questions asked and the candidate’s responses is excellent evidence of the

development process.

Integration: ICT has been used by the candidate to support both application of number

(report, spreadsheets, graph and pie chart) and communication (website reading

material, image of a jigsaw, letter and report).
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Page 1

Application 
of number

Level 2
APPLICATION OF NUMBER LEVEL 2

ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

Page List items of evidence and where they N2.1 N2.2 N2.3
are located in the portfolio

1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 4

18–19 Site information report x x x x

20–21 Measurements, rough sketch x x x x x

22–23 Calculations (areas, volumes, costs) x x

24 Skip prices x x

25–27 Calculations (mean, median, range) x x

29–31 Analysis of skip costs and requirements x x x x x x

32 Comparison of skip costs x x x x

LOCATION OF EVIDENCE

N2.1
Interpret information from a 
suitable source. 

2.1.1
Choose how to get the information
you need to meet the purpose of
your activity; and 

2.1.2
obtain relevant information; and

2.1.3
choose appropriate methods to get
the results you need.

N2.2
Use your information to carry out
calculations to do with:
a. amounts or sizes
b. scales or proportion
c. handling statistics
d. using formulae.

2.2.1
Carry out calculations, clearly
showing your methods and levels
of accuracy; and

2.2.2
check your methods to identify
and correct any errors, and make
sure your results make sense.

N2.3
Interpret the results of your
calculations and present your
findings.

2.3.1
Select effective ways to present your
findings; and

2.3.2
present your findings clearly using 
a chart, graph or diagram and
describe your methods; and

2.3.3
use more than one way of
presenting your findings; and

2.3.4
describe what your results tell you
and how they meet your purpose.

Indicate the location of evidence of the following:
one source of information including second different source of information
material containing a chart or a graph

N2.1
Interpret information

amounts OR scales OR handling comparison of using a 
N2.2 sizes proportion statistics two data sets formula

Calculations and 
checking

one chart, graph or diagram a second different chart, graph or diagram
showing results of calculations showing results of calculations

N2.3
Interpret calculations 28 or 3119, 33

223225,26 and 3220,21 and 3222–23

15, 16, 21 or 24 and 34–3617, 24

OVERALL, through one or more activities you must:

• use two different sources which include material containing a chart or graph (N2.1)

• do calculations for a, b, c and d (N2.2)

• present findings in two different ways using charts, graphs or diagrams (N2.3).

Assessor Declaration: I confirm that the details above are correct and that the evidence submitted is the
candidate’s own work and the candidate meets all the requirements for certification of this key skill.

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 



Application 
of number

Level 2

Page 2

APPLICATION OF NUMBER LEVEL 2
ASSESSMENT RECORD

N2.1 Interpret information from a suitable source.

What was the subject and purpose of the activity? 

To make estimates of the cost to prepare a building site through clearing spoil and preparing
a foundation trench.

1. To work out the amount of spoil removed from the building site.
2. To work out the cost of removal and disposal of the spoil using skips for disposal.
3. To cost the preparation of a trench (including concrete).
4. To produce a report for the site manager.

Other people involved:
(if applicable)

Members of group each contribute costs of three skip hire providers: total of 21 skip hire
costs aggregated.

Did the candidate…

Choose how to get the
information needed to meet
the purpose of her/his
activity?

Did the candidate…

Obtain relevant information?

Did the candidate…

Choose appropriate methods
to get the results needed?

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

Comments and examples

Purposes are clearly stated 
in candidate’s report with
information needed listed
(eg identifies need to obtain
measurements from given
plan; cost of skip hire from
websites with the pooling of
data from the whole group).

Comments and examples

Measurements derived from
scale plan (direct measurement)
and schematic diagram
(reading from diagram). Skip
hire costs for builders’ skips
obtained from websites and
other group members.
Candidate decides to obtain 
a further set of data for 
larger skips. Readings from
conversion graph enable
candidate to take approximate
conversion value in m3 for
skips given in yd3 enabling
comparisons to be made.

Comments and examples

Report states the calculations
that ‘I need to do’. Method
section elaborates on this 
(eg ‘I worked out average
costs’; ‘I used the median’; 
‘I worked out the volume of
spoil and the cost of
removing it’).

✓

✓

✓

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 

You must:

N2.1 Interpret information
from a suitable source. 

Evidence must
show you can:

2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need to
meet the purpose of your
activity; and 

2.1.2 obtain relevant
information; and

2.1.3 choose appropriate
methods to get the
results you need.
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Application 
of number

Level 2
APPLICATION OF NUMBER LEVEL 2

ASSESSMENT RECORD
N2.2 Use your information to carry out calculations to do with: (a) amounts or sizes, 

(b) scales or proportions, (c) handling statistics, (d) using formulae.

What was the subject and purpose of carrying out and checking calculations?

Volume of spoil to be removed and the cost of removing it.

Average cost (mean and median) and range of costs of disposing of spoil (involves average of
cost of skips per m3 to enable comparison of like with like and finding cost based on amount
of spoil to be disposed of). Comparison of medians and range for 21 suppliers of builders’
skips with 20 prices for larger skips. Calculation of total costs involved.

Did the candidate…

Carry out calculations, clearly
showing her/his methods and
levels of accuracy?

Did the candidate…

Check her/his methods to
identify and correct any
errors, and make sure her/his
results make sense?

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

Comments and examples

a. Sizes: calculations of
volumes (eg volume of
foundation trench). Also
amounts (eg calculation of
cost of concrete).
b. Scales: calculation of
actual dimensions from scale
plan (eg length of trench).
Also proportion (conversion
of mm to m) and calculation
of percentage difference in
skip prices.
c. Statistics: calculation of
mean, median and range 
(eg average costs per m3).
d. Formula: areas (eg area 
of circle).
Comparison of sets of data
(20) (eg medians and range
compared for different sized
skips).
References made to rounding
up (in the case of spoil) and
level of accuracy given in all
results is appropriate.

Comments and examples

Checks, including reverse
checks and checks by
approximation and
estimation shown for a large
number of calculations. Also
some checking identified
against spreadsheet results.

✓

✓

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 

You must:

N2.2 Use your information to
carry out calculations to
do with:
a. amounts or sizes
b. scales or proportion
c. handling statistics
d. using formulae.

Evidence must
show you can:

2.2.1 Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy; and

2.2.2 check your methods to
identify and correct any
errors, and make sure
your results make sense.
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Level 2

Page 4

APPLICATION OF NUMBER LEVEL 2
ASSESSMENT RECORD

N2.3 Interpret the results of your calculations and present your findings.

What did the results of the calculations show and how were they presented?

The overall aim of the activity, to estimate the cost of site preparation, is outlined in a
summary report. The separate but related task results are described throughout the portfolio
and linked to the overall purpose. Written explanation is supported by appropriate graphical
illustration.

Did the candidate…

Select effective ways to
present her/his findings?

Did the candidate…

Present her/his findings
clearly using a chart, graph
or diagram and describe
her/his methods?

Did the candidate…

Use more than one way of
presenting her/his findings?

Did the candidate…

Describe what her/his results
tell them and how they meet
her/his purpose?

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

Comments and examples

The report for the site
manager summarises the 
key findings. 
The whole activity is
explained by the candidate
as a series of related tasks
that are dealt with in logical
order (eg volumes of spoil
from the trench and oversite
are calculated from the
results of calculations of scale
from the given plan;
subsequently these are
related to the costs of skips
for disposal).

Comments and examples

Written report supported by
pie chart (showing
breakdown of costs).
Portfolio contains a bar chart
(comparison of skip hire
prices) and a graph (showing
numbers of skips required).

Comments and examples

Bar chart, pie chart, and
graph as above.

Comments and examples

Report summarises findings
and links results of
calculation to overall costs. 
A possible cheaper option 
is identified. 
Throughout the portfolio a
series of tasks are each
described and the results
linked to the overall purpose
(eg volume of trench spoil 
is calculated and added to
the site spoil, leading to an
estimate of the number of
skips required).

✓

✓

✓

✓

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 

You must:

N2.3 Interpret the results of
your calculations and
present your findings.

Evidence must
show you can:

2.3.1 Select effective ways to
present your findings;
and

2.3.2 present your findings
clearly using a chart,
graph or diagram and
describe your methods;
and

2.3.3 use more than one way
of presenting your
findings; and

2.3.4 describe what your
results tell you and how
they meet your purpose.
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Level 1

Page 5

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY LEVEL 1
ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

Page List items of evidence and where they ICT ICT ICT
are located in the portfolio 1.1 1.2 1.3

1 2

15–16 Scale drawing and trench diagram for measurements x

34–36 Websites for skip hire prices x

39 Internet search for information about jigsaw x

24–27 Development of statistical analysis x x

40–42 Development of letter with image x

43 Screen dump of saved files x

18–19, 28 Report with graphics x

42 Letter with image x

LOCATION OF EVIDENCE

ICT1.1
Find and select relevant information.

ICT1.2
Enter and develop information 
to suit the task.

1.2.1
Enter information using formats
that help development; and

1.2.2
save information so it can be
found easily.

ICT1.3
Develop the presentation so that 
the final output is accurate and fit
for purpose.

1.3.1
Use appropriate layouts for
presenting information in a
consistent way.

Indicate the location of evidence of the following:
ICT source non-ICT source

ICT1.1
Find information

text image numberICT1.2
Develop information
and/or

ICT1.3
Present information

Email 37

24–2719, 33, 40–4218–19

15, 1634–36, 39

OVERALL, through TWO or more activities you must:

• include at least one ICT based information source

• include at least one non-ICT information source

• use at least one example of text, one example of image and one example of number

• present evidence of purposeful use of email.

Assessor Declaration: I confirm that the details above are correct and that the evidence submitted is the
candidate’s own work and the candidate meets all the requirements for certification of this key skill.

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 
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INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY LEVEL 1
ASSESSMENT RECORD

ICT1.1 Find and select relevant information.

What was the subject and purpose of Activity 1? 

The purpose of the first task was to produce a site information report for the site manager,
which included a word-processed report, a spreadsheet of costs with formulae and suitable
graphical illustrations of findings. 

What was the subject and purpose of Activity 2?

The purpose of the second task was to research a piece of equipment likely to need 
replacing for the placement provider, and to write a suitable letter to the placement 
provider presenting the necessary information.

Did the candidate…

Choose information that was
relevant to her/his tasks?

(tick)

Yes No

Yes No

Comments and examples

Activity 1
For at least one non-ICT
source, the candidate took
measurements from a scale
drawing and a trench
diagram, which he had been
given with the assignment.
The measurements were
vital, as without them it
would have been impossible
to calculate the volumes of
spoil. There is also an ICT
search for this activity, when
the candidate searched three
websites for information
about skip hire.

Activity 2
For at least one ICT source,
the candidate searched an
appropriate website to find
information about a jigsaw.
Without this information 
he would have been unable
to research a piece of
equipment that needed
replacing.

✓

✓

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 

You must:

ICT1.1 Find and select relevant
information.
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INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY LEVEL 1
ASSESSMENT RECORD

ICT1.2 Enter and develop information to suit the task.

What was the subject and purpose of entering and developing information for Activity 1?

As stated previously, the subject was a site information report and the purpose of entering
both textual and number information was to aid the production of a report including a
spreadsheet and graphical representation. The purpose of entering formulae was to allow for
calculations of total, mean, max, min and range.

What was the subject and purpose of entering and developing information for Activity 2?

The subject was the replacement of equipment and the purpose was to write a letter to the
placement provider with the necessary information.

Did the candidate…

Enter information using
formats that helped
development?

Did the candidate…

Save information so it could
be found easily?

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

Comments and examples

Activity 1
The candidate used word-
processing software for the
report using formats that
helped the development of 
a consistent report. This was
enhanced by the production
of a spreadsheet using
number software, which
allowed for the entering of
formulae, calculations of:
total, mean, max, min and
range and the eventual
production of a chart.

Activity 2
The candidate entered words
and developed images which
he had downloaded,
inserting one of these into 
a letter. 

Comments and examples

For both activities, the
candidate saved information
in an appropriate file,
producing screen prints to
substantiate this.

✓

✓

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 

You must:

ICT1.2 Enter and develop
information to suit 
the task.

Evidence must
show you can:

1.2.1 Enter information using
formats that help
development; and

1.2.2 save information so it can
be found easily.



ICT 

Level 1

Page 8

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY LEVEL 1
ASSESSMENT RECORD

ICT1.3 Develop the presentation so that the final output is accurate and fit for purpose.

What was the subject and purpose of the presentations? See previous explanations.

Description: See 1.1.

Did the candidate…

Use appropriate layouts for
presenting information in a
consistent way?

(tick)

Yes No

Comments and examples

Activity 1
The layout is consistent with
that required for a formal
report. It has headings and
subheadings, margins and
spacing are appropriate and
font is consistent.

Activity 2
The layout is consistent with
a formal letter, size of image
is reasonable considering
purpose and appropriately
placed, spacing and
positioning on page is
acceptable.

✓

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY LEVEL 1
ASSESSMENT RECORD

Purposeful use of email

What was the subject and purpose of the emails?

The subject was the assignment on site information and the purpose was to let the tutor
know the progress made.

Description: 

Email from A. Candidate to A. N. Assessor

Did the candidate…

Present evidence of
purposeful use of email?

(tick)

Yes No

Comments and examples

A. Candidate needed to let 
A. N. Assessor know his
progress with his site
information assignment, 
the email was sent and 
a reply was received from 
A. N. Assessor.

✓

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 

You must:

ICT1.3 Develop the presentation
so that the final output is
accurate and fit for
purpose.

Evidence must
show you can:

1.3.1 Use appropriate layouts
for presenting
information in a
consistent way.



Communication 

Level 1

Page 9

COMMUNICATION LEVEL 1
ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST

Page List items of evidence and where they C1.1 C1.2 C1.3
are located in the portfolio

1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3

10 Assessment record 1:1 discussion x x

34–36 Annotated printouts from websites used in report x x x

18–19 Site information report x x x x x x

42 Letter to training provider x x x

LOCATION OF EVIDENCE

C1.1
Take part in either a one-to-one
discussion or a group discussion.

1.1.1
Provide information that is relevant
to the subject and purpose of the
discussion; and

1.1.2
communicate clearly in a way that
suits the situation and respond
appropriately to others.

C1.2
Read and obtain information
from at least one document.

1.2.1
Read relevant material; and

1.2.2
identify accurately the main
points and ideas; and

1.2.3
use the information to suit your
purpose.

C1.3
Write two different types of
documents.

1.3.1
Present relevant information in a
format that suits your purpose; and

1.3.2
spell, punctuate and use grammar
accurately; and

1.3.3
make your meaning clear.

Indicate the location of evidence of the following:
One-to-one

C1.1
Discussion

Reading with one document
C1.2
Reading

First document Second document
C1.3
Writing

Use of image 19, 42

4218–19

34–36, 19

10

OVERALL

• Use at least one image, either to obtain information or to convey information in your
discussion or one of the documents you write, to help the audience/reader understand the
points you are making.

Assessor Declaration: I confirm that the details above are correct and that the evidence submitted is the
candidate’s own work and the candidate meets all the requirements for certification of this key skill.

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 



Communication 

Level 1

Page 10

COMMUNICATION LEVEL 1
ASSESSMENT RECORD

C1.1 Take part in either a one-to-one discussion or a group discussion.

What was the subject and purpose of the discussion? 

The subject was A. Candidate’s progress through his construction and key skills programmes.
The purpose was to allow his tutor to review with him his portfolio, and plan the next stages.

Other people involved: 

A. Tutor carrying out the review, and A. N. Assessor observing.

Did the candidate…

Provide information that was
relevant to the subject and
purpose of the discussion?

Did the candidate…

Communicate clearly in a
way that suited the situation
and respond appropriately 
to others?

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

Comments and examples

A. Candidate showed his
tutor work in progress in his
portfolio, explaining what 
he had completed and 
where he was experiencing
difficulty. He said that some
of the problems he was
experiencing centred around
needing information from
other members of the group
for the site information
assignment. However, 
A. Candidate explained that
he felt his calculations had
gone well, and agreed with
his tutor that he needed to
check them for accuracy.

Comments and examples

A. Candidate sat at the desk
with his tutor; when he
spoke he looked at the tutor,
speaking clearly and using his
portfolio to illustrate what
he was saying. In response 
to questions from his tutor,
eg ‘How can you show
checking?’, A. Candidate 
gave appropriate responses,
eg ‘Divide where I have
multiplied’.

✓

✓

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 

You must:

C1.1 Take part in either a 
one-to-one discussion or
a group discussion.

Evidence must
show you can:

1.1.1 Provide information that
is relevant to the subject
and purpose of the
discussion; and

1.1.2 communicate clearly in a
way that suits the
situation and respond
appropriately to others.



Communication 

Level 1

Page 11

COMMUNICATION LEVEL 1
ASSESSMENT RECORD

C1.2 Read and obtain information from at least one document.

What was the subject and purpose of reading and obtaining information? 

The subject was information regarding the costs and conditions of skip hire. This was to
enable the candidate to carry out an assignment on site information about the preparation 
of a site for the foundations of a building. In order to identify the most economic cost of the
disposal of the spoil, information on skip hire companies had to be downloaded from the
websites and pertinent information extracted.

Did the candidate…

Read relevant material?

Did the candidate…

Identify accurately the main
points and ideas?

Did the candidate…

Use the information to suit
her/his purpose?

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

Comments and examples

A. Candidate read printouts
from three skip hire websites
which he had downloaded.

Comments and examples

A. Candidate has annotated the
printouts identifying the main
points: comparable costs for
8m3 and 8yds3 skips, legislation
re public highway, duration
detail and delivery area.

Comments and examples

The candidate was searching 
for the correct sized skip. The
candidate used the following
information that one firm
gave measurements in cubic
metres and another firm in
cubic yards, allowing him to
make the correct calculations.
Having read information from
two companies he is now
aware they only deliver
locally, and finally there are
different conditions for
commercial and private hire.

✓

✓

✓

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 

You must:

C1.2 Read and obtain
information from at least
one document.

Evidence must
show you can:

1.2.1 Read relevant material;
and

1.2.2 identify accurately the
main points and ideas;
and

1.2.3 use the information to
suit your purpose.



Communication 

Level 1
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COMMUNICATION LEVEL 1
ASSESSMENT RECORD

C1.3 Write two different types of documents.

What was the subject and purpose of the document? 

The subject of document 1 was the preparation of a site for the foundations of a building,
and the purpose was to prepare a report for the site manager. The subject of document 2 
was the purchase of a jigsaw, and the purpose was to inform his placement provider of his
research.

Description:

Doc. 1: Site information report in response to a carpentry assignment.
Doc. 2: Letter to placement provider.

Did the candidate…

Present relevant information
in a format that suits her/his
purpose?

Did the candidate…

Spell, punctuate and use
grammar accurately?

Did the candidate…

Make her/his meaning clear?

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Yes No

(tick)

Comments and examples

Doc. 1 The format is a report.
It is divided into sections, has
a heading and subheadings,
a date and signature.

Doc. 2 The letter follows
standard conventions of:
addresses of sender/recipient,
date, and appropriate
salutation and close.

Comments and examples

Doc. 1 The report meets the
level 1 requirements for:
correct use of capital letters
and full stops, spelling and
grammar.

Doc. 2 The letter meets the
level 1 requirements for:
correct use of capital letters
and full stops, correct
spelling and grammar.

Comments and examples

Doc. 1 The meaning of the
report is clear, and it is easy
to follow.

Doc. 2 The meaning of the
letter is clear and
unambiguous.

✓

✓

✓

Assessor Name: Candidate Name: 

Assessor Signature: Candidate Signature:

Date: Date: 

You must:

C1.3 Write two different types
of documents.

Evidence must
show you can:

1.3.1 Present relevant
information in a format
that suits your purpose;
and

1.3.2 spell, punctuate and use
grammar accurately; and

1.3.3 make your meaning clear.
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SITE INFORMATION ASSIGNMENT 

From the information provided (scale drawing, trench diagram and

graph) you are required to produce a report for your site manager,

showing: quantities and costing in relation to the preparation of

a building site i.e. spoil removal and skip hire, and the excavation

and completion of a foundation trench for the foundations of a

building. (Your report should: set out your purpose, explain the
calculations you have chosen, explain your method and explain
your results using suitable graphs, charts or diagrams).

There are 2 purposes within the assignment:

purpose 1 to enable the number of skips required for the removal

of spoil to be identified, you are required to report on the likely

volume produced,

purpose 2 research to identify an estimate of the likely cost of

disposal of the spoil, and also find out the cost of preparing the

foundation trench, inclusive of concrete.

Additional information:

1. the oversite is to be removed to an average depth of 150mm

2. the cost of spoil removal (not disposal) is £34 per m3,

concrete costs £50 per m3

3. a scale drawing of the overall site and building is attached

4. a schematic diagram of the foundation is attached

5. a line graph showing conversion of m3 to/from yd3 is given

6. in order to work out the most economic cost of disposal of

the spoil, you will need to collect, calculate and compare

skip hire data from at least 20 companies 

7. you can share data collected from skip hire companies

across the group, dividing up the web site addresses

and/or phone numbers between you.

8. you should use a spreadsheet in order to enter your data,

make your calculations and produce a suitable chart, but

you must also show some manual calculations

9. you must keep rough drafts showing the development of

your ICT work

10. you must show checking of each type of manual calculation

11. your finished report must show that you have identified

some of the main points and ideas from one of your skip

hire web site printouts, and used the information to

inform your report

Candidate’s evidence
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12. you must ensure that you take part in a portfolio

planning/review session with your tutor.

The work that you carry out should produce evidence for:

• N2.1 Interpret information from 2 different sources which

will include material containing a graph or chart

• N2.2 Use your information to carry out calculations to do

with: amounts or sizes, scales or proportion, handling

statistics and using formulae

• N2.3 Interpret the results of your calculations and present

your findings in two different ways using charts, graphs or

diagrams

• ICT 1.1 Find and select relevant information for two or more

activities, including at least one ICT based source and one non

ICT based source (this assignment will allow you to cover
one activity)

• ICT 1.2 Enter and develop information to suit the task 

(for one activity)
• ICT 1.3 Develop the presentation so that the final outcome is

accurate and fit for purpose (for one activity) ensuring you

use at least one example of text, one example of image and

one example of number across the two activities. (In this
assignment you are likely to use text image and number).

• C 1.1 Take part in either a one to one discussion or a group

discussion (you will be taking part in a portfolio
planning/review session with your tutor).

• C 1.2 Read and obtain information from at least one document

(you will be obtaining information from the skip hire print
outs from web sites you visit).

• C 1.3 Write two different types of documents (this assignment
will allow you to write one document i.e. the report).



ICT and application
of number 

Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.1.1 Choose information that 
is relevant to your tasks.

N2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need to
meet the purpose of 
your activity. 
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ICT and application
of number 

Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.1.1 Choose information that
is relevant to your tasks.

N2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need 
to meet the purpose of
your activity.

Page 16Page 16



Application of
number and ICT

Evidence must
show you can:

N2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need to
meet the purpose of 
your activity.

ICT1.1.1 Choose information that 
is relevant to your tasks.

Page 17



Communication 
and ICT

Evidence must
show you can:

C1.2.1 Read relevant material;
and

C1.2.2 identify accurately the
main points and ideas;
and

C1.2.3 use the information to
suit your purpose; and

C1.3.1 present relevant
information in a format
that suits your purpose;
and

C1.3.2 spell, punctuate and use
grammar accurately; and

C1.3.3 make your meaning clear.

ICT1.3.1 Use appropriate layouts
for presenting information
in a consistent way.

Page 18

SITE INFORMATION REPORT by A. CANDIDATE for site manager.

PURPOSE

I have been asked to work out how much spoil needs to be removed from the building site,
and how much it would cost to remove and transport the spoil. Also I will work out how much
it costs to prepare the foundation trench including the concrete. 

INFORMATION I NEED:

1. the measurements from scale plan I have been given
2. the measurements from the trench diagram that I have been given
3. the costs of skips from a number of companies (maximum size is 8m3 because skip is

on a public highway but I will find prices for bigger skips to see if it is cheaper)
I have been given the costs of concrete and spoil removal.

CALCULATIONS I NEED TO DO:

1. work out the area of the site
2. work out the volume of spoil from site
3. work out the volume of spoil from trench
4. work out the total volume of the spoil
5. work out how many skips are needed to remove the spoil
6. compare prices of skips and work out the cheapest skips
7. work out the cost of concrete required
8. work out total cost for manager
9. make pie chart to show breakdown of costs.

METHOD

I took measurements from the scale drawing. The scale is 1:100 so my measurements in mm
equal 0.1m on the real site. I drew my own diagram and divided the site into sections so that I
could work out the areas of each section and the volume of the spoil.

Also I measured the length of the foundation trench on the scale drawing. 
I worked out the area of the cross section of the trench and worked out the volume of spoil to
be removed from the trench. Now I was able to work out the total amount of the spoil. I was
given the price which was £34 per m3. 
I worked out the total cost of removing the spoil. I worked out volume of concrete needed for
the foundation that was 1500mm deep and rounded it 
up to the next nearest m3. I worked out the cost of the concrete.
I looked at 3 web sites, Kiloskips Skip Hire, Charlie Delta Waste and Papabravo Skip Hire, to
find out the costs of hiring a skip that would hold up to 8m3. The information that I got is on
the website printouts. Other members of the group looked at other web sites and we shared
the information. Some skips are 8m3 and some are 8yd3. I worked out average costs per m3 so
that I could compare prices. I worked out the mean cost of skip hire per m3 by adding up all
the costs for skips from 21 skip hire companies. Also I worked out the range and the median.
Also I found the cost of hiring some bigger skips and worked out the mean, median and
range.



Communication, 
ICT and application 
of number

Evidence must
show you can:

C1.2.1 Read relevant material;
and

C1.2.2 identify accurately the
main points and ideas;
and

C1.2.3 use the information to
suit your purpose; and

C1.3.1 present relevant
information in a format
that suits your purpose;
and

C1.3.2 spell, punctuate and use
grammar accurately; and

C1.3.3 make your meaning clear.

ICT1.3.1 Use appropriate layouts
for presenting information
in a consistent way.

N2.3.1 Select effective ways to
present your findings;
and

N2.3.2 present your findings
clearly using a chart,
graph or diagram and
describe your methods;
and

N2.3.3 use more than one way
of presenting your
findings; and

N2.3.4 describe what your
results tell you and how
they meet your purpose.

Page 19

Because the cheapest company Kiloskips was out of my area I worked out some averages. I
used the median because it does not involve the extreme numbers like Kiloskips. I worked out
how much the skip hire would cost using the median. I worked out how many 8m3 skips I
needed by dividing the total spoil by 8 and rounding up. Also I worked out how many 8yd3

I needed. I drew a graph to show the number of skips needed to move the volume of waste. I
worked out the total costs by adding up the skip hire and the spoil removal and cost of
concrete. I showed my costs in a pie chart.

RESULTS

To transport 60m3 of spoil will need 8 x 8m3 skips. Using the median cost of skip hire my
estimate is it will cost £1350 to hire skips. 

I found the cheapest skip hire but I did notice though from reading the information on the
Kiloskips web printout that they only deliver out of our area so we would need to look at skip
hire places which are in our area. 
I also noticed that if you are a commercial organisation you can have the skip for 2 weeks. We
might have to pay for a licence if the skip is on the road. The biggest skip you are allowed on
the road is 8m3. If larger skips 
can be used, the cost of skip hire is nearly 30% cheaper.

To remove the spoil will cost approximately £2000. 

The cost of concrete for the footings is £150.00 for a 3m3 load.

The chart below shows the breakdown of these costs that I have rounded to the nearest £50.

The total cost for the site preparation is £3500.00
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Application 
of number

Evidence must
show you can:

N2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need to
meet the purpose of your
activity; and 

N2.1.2 obtain relevant
information; and

N2.1.3 choose appropriate
methods to get the
results you need; and

N2.2.1 carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy; and

N2.2.2 check your methods to
identify and correct any
errors, and make sure
your results make sense.

Page 20
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Application 
of number

Level 2

Page 21



Application 
of number

Evidence must
show you can:

N2.2.1a Amounts or sizes.
Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy; and

N2.2.1d Using formulae.
Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy; and

N2.2.2 check your methods to
identify and correct any
errors, and make sure
your results make sense.
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Application 
of number

Evidence must
show you can:

N2.2.1a Amounts or sizes.
Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy; and

N2.2.1d Using formulae.
Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy; and

N2.2.2 check your methods to
identify and correct any
errors, and make sure
your results make sense.

Page 23



Application 
of number and ICT

Evidence must
show you can:

N2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need to
meet the purpose of your
activity; and 

N2.1.2 obtain relevant
information.

ICT1.1.1 Choose information that
is relevant to your tasks
(ICT-based source). 

Page 24Page 24



SKIP HIRE RESEARCH

Company Cost for Cost for Average

8m
3

skip 8yd
3

cost per 

(£) skip (£) m
3

Kiloskips £139.83 £17.48

Western Disposal £150.00 £18.75

Slugg Skips £120.00 £20.00

Smales £160.00 £20.00

Wasteaway £160.00 £20.00

Camber Skips £160.34 £20.04

Skipsure £120.56 £20.09

CoasterSkips £165.00 £20.63

Charlie Delta 

Waste £123.78 £20.63

Laker Skips £125.00 £20.83

Belmer Skips £170.00 £21.25

Colby Skips £128.15 £21.36

Clearwaste £130.00 £21.67

MT Brown £130.00 £21.67

BrocKwell and 

Son £135.00 £22.50

Skipway Skip Hire £135.00 £22.50

Forest Skips £140.00 £23.33

Papabravo Skip 

Hire £141.00 £23.50

Rowaway £149.00 £24.83

Blue Ring £150.00 £25.00

Croker £165.00 £27.50

total £453.56

mean £21.60

maximum £27.50

minimum £17.48

range £10.02

ICT 

Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.2.1 Enter information using
formats that help
development.

Page 25



Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.2.1 Enter information using
formats that help
development.

N2.2.1c Handling statistics.
Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy.

ICT and application
of number 

Page 26

A B C D

1 SKIP HIRE RESEARCH

Cost for 8yd
3

skip 

2 Company Cost for 8m
3

skip (£) (£) Average cost per m
3

3 Kiloskips 139.83 17.48

4 Western Disposal 150 18.75

5 Slugg Skips 120 20

6 Smales 160 20

7 Wasteaway 160 20

8 Camber Skips 160.34 20.04

9 Skipsure 120.56 20.09

10 CoasterSkips 165 20.63

11 Charlie Delta Waste 123.78 20.63

12 Laker Skips 125 20.83

13 Belmer Skips 170 21.25

14 Colby Skips 128.15 21.36

15 Clearwaste 130 21.67

16 MT Brown 130 21.67

17 BrocKwell and Son 135 22.5

18 Skipway Skip Hire 135 22.5

19 Forest Skips 140 23.33

20 Papabravo Skip Hire 141 23.5

21 Rowaway 149 24.83

22 Blue Ring 150 25

23 Croker 165 27.5

24 total =SUM(D3:D23)

25 mean =D24/21

26 maximum =MAX(D3:D23)

27 minimum =MIN(D3:D23)

28 range =D26-D27
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SKIP HIRE RESEARCH

Company Cost for Cost for Average

8m
3

8yd
3

cost 

skip (£) skip (£) per m
3

Belmer Skips £170.00 £21.25

Blue Ring £150.00 £25.00

BrocKwell and Son £135.00 £22.50

Camber Skips £160.34 £20.04

Clearwaste £130.00 £21.67

CoasterSkips £165.00 £20.63

Colby Skips £128.15 £21.36

Charlie Delta Waste £123.78 £20.63

Croker £165.00 £27.50

Forest Skips £140.00 £23.33

Kiloskips £139.83 £17.48

Laker Skips £125.00 £20.83

MT Brown £130.00 £21.67

Papabravo Skip Hire £141.00 £23.50

Rowaway £149.00 £24.83

Skipsure £120.56 £20.09

Skipway Skip Hire £135.00 £22.50

Slugg Skips £120.00 £20.00

Smales £160.00 £20.00

Wasteaway £160.00 £20.00

Western Disposal £150.00 £18.75

total £453.56

mean £21.60

maximum £27.50

minimum £17.48

range £10.02

Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.2.1 Enter information using
formats that help
development.

N2.2.2 Check your methods to
identify and correct any
errors, and make sure
your results make sense.

ICT and application
of number  
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Evidence must
show you can:

N2.3.1 Select effective ways to
present your findings;
and

N2.3.2 present your findings
clearly using a chart,
graph or diagram and
describe your methods;
and

N2.3.3 use more than one way
of presenting your
findings.

ICT1.3.1 Use appropriate layouts
for presenting information
in a consistent way.

Application of
number and ICT
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Evidence must
show you can:

N2.1.3 Choose appropriate
methods to get the
results you need; and

N2.2.1c Handling statistics.
Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy; and

N2.2.2 check your methods to
identify and correct any
errors, and make sure
your results make sense.

Application 
of number
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Evidence must
show you can:

N2.2.1a Amounts or sizes.
Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy; and

N2.2.2 check your methods to
identify and correct any
errors, and make sure
your results make sense;
and

N2.3.1 select effective ways to
present your findings;
and

N2.3.2 present your findings
clearly using a chart,
graph or diagram and
describe your methods;
and

N2.3.3 use more than one way
of presenting your
findings.

Page 30

Application 
of number

Page 30



Application 
of number

Evidence must
show you can:

N2.3.1 Select effective ways to
present your findings;
and

N2.3.2 present your findings
clearly using a chart,
graph or diagram and
describe your methods;
and

N2.3.3 use more than one way
of presenting your
findings.
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Evidence must
show you can:

N2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need 
to meet the purpose of
your activity; and 

N2.1.2 obtain relevant
information; and

N2.1.3 choose appropriate
methods to get the
results you need; and

N2.2.1b Scales or proportion.
Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy; and

N2.2.1c Handling statistics.
Carry out calculations,
clearly showing your
methods and levels of
accuracy.

ICT1.3.1 Use appropriate layouts
for presenting information
in a consistent way.

Application 
of number and ICT

LARGER SKIPS
skip skip

size size hire cost per

yd
3

m
3

cost m
3

BrocKwell and Son 12 9 £165.00 £18.33

Camber Skips 14 11 £160.00 £14.55

Clearwaste 16 £163.00 £10.19

CoasterSkips 16 £185.00 £11.56

Colby Skips 20 15 £240.00 £16.00

Charlie Delta Waste 16 12 £180.00 £15.00

Croker 16 12 £185.00 £15.42

Jarrett Plant Hire 20 15 £225.00 £15.00

KatERpillar 12 £160.00 £13.33

Lesmann 16 12 £193.00 £16.08

Main Road Disposal 14 11 £180.00 £16.36

Nightingale Ltd 14 11 £158.00 £14.36

Openload 20 15 £230.00 £15.33

Pilar Hire 14 11 £175.00 £15.91

RORO 20 15 £200.00 £13.33

Stable 12 £180.00 £15.00

Transroad 16 12 £157.00 £13.08

Uriah Field 14 11 £165.00 £15.00

Value 12 9 £155.00 £17.22

Woolhouse 16 £210.00 £13.13

total £294.20

mean £14.71

maximum £18.33

minimum £10.19

range £8.15

median £15.00
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ICT and application
of number

Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.3.1 Use appropriate layouts
for presenting information
in a consistent way.

N2.3.1 Select effective ways to
present your findings;
and

N2.3.2 present your findings
clearly using a chart,
graph or diagram and
describe your methods;
and

N2.3.3 use more than one way
of presenting your
findings.

SITE PREPARATION COSTS

4%

57%

39% concrete

spoil removal

skip hire

SITE PREPARATION COSTS

£150

£2,000

£1,350 concrete

spoil removal

skip hire
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Evidence must
show you can:

C1.2.1 Read relevant material;
and

C1.2.2 identify accurately the
main points and ideas;
and

C1.2.3 use the information to
suit your purpose.

ICT1.1.1 Choose information that
is relevant to your tasks
(ICT-based source).

N2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need to
meet the purpose of your
activity; and 

N2.1.2 obtain relevant
information.
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Communication, 
ICT and application
of number

Kiloskips Skip Hire

http://www.kiloskips.coz/info/refuse/skip/765.html



Evidence must
show you can:

C1.2.1 Read relevant material;
and

C1.2.2 identify accurately the
main points and ideas;
and

C1.2.3 use the information to
suit your purpose.

ICT1.1.1 Choose information that
is relevant to your tasks
(ICT-based source). 

N2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need to
meet the purpose of your
activity; and 

N2.1.2 obtain relevant
information.

Communication, 
ICT and application
of number

Papabravo Skip Hire

http://www.papabravo-skips.coz/info/765.html
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Evidence must
show you can:

C1.2.1 Read relevant material;
and

C1.2.2 identify accurately the
main points and ideas;
and

C1.2.3 use the information to
suit your purpose.

ICT1.1.1 Choose information that
is relevant to your tasks
(ICT-based source).

N2.1.1 Choose how to get the
information you need to
meet the purpose of your
activity; and 

N2.1.2 obtain relevant
information.

Communication, 
ICT and application
of number

                         

Remember Charlie Delta specialises in waste disposal, aggregates including 
topsoil's and recycled hardcore. We define our service area as East Suffolk 
and Essex.

When ordering a skip, the following information is particularly useful:

Our skips are available in the following sizes for a one week hire 
period: 2|4|6|8|10|12|16 (cubic yds)

Cubic Yards Hire Cost
2
4
6
8
10
12
16

£90.00
£102.14
£115.00
£123.78
£150.00
£162.78
£180.00

If the skip is likely to be heavy with soil or hardcore the maximum size

is 8 Cubic Yds.

We do offer much larger containers to commerce which are: 

- Charlie Delta - 20 yd or 30 yd - Charlie Delta-

As a general guide, aggregates convert to a tonne a cubic yd. We are
concerned that you get that job done. Under estimating your skip size

can be more expensive and frustrating. Always allow enough space.

For householders correct positioning is the key. A skip needs to allow
for a 9ft entrance and is up to 12ft long. Most drives are suitable but 
thought should be taken to the quality of the surface. Lorries can be
heavy! Tell us what you have. Also you may have exposed drain

covers, low branches, or a restricted access perhaps?

If you do not possess a drive or cannot get it on your existing one you
might need to consider the road. A permit is required for a skip on a
public highway and takes three working days to obtain. Do remember
that you need to create space on the road. Verges are usually not

permitted.

If you know you will need another skip exchange or would like to make
certain of a collection date, please give us at least 24 hours notice or
tell us when ordering. We pride our selves on an excellent service

when we have all the facts!

Waste type is important for a variety of reasons when ordering. Please
remember that legislation does not allow us to carry asbestos, oils, 

paint, or car batteries unless we know ahead.

Demand for skips is always higher at weekends and holidays so make

plans well ahead.

Please contact one of our team for more details.

enquiries@charliedeltawaste.coz

Call us on

0800 111 2200

                         

Call us on

0800 111 2200
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Application 
of number

Level 3

A. Candidate

From: A. Candidate

Sent: 17 November 2004 15:47

To: A.N. Assessor

Subject: My site information report

Dear Mr Assessor,

You wanted to know about how I am getting on with my report. I am please with it so far, I

think my calculations about removing the spoil are ok, but I had to wait a long time for the

prices of skips from the other students and this held me up.

Thank you

A. Candidate
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Assignment – Equipment Replacement 

Communication Level 1 component 1.3, and ICT components

1.1, 1.2, and 1.3

Find out from your placement provider, a piece of

equipment which he is likely to need to replace in the near

future. Tell him that you will do the necessary research as

regards type and cost, and that you will write to him with

the necessary information. Using ICT and/or other

sources, find and select the relevant information about

the equipment. Develop a letter to your placement

provider about the equipment, making sure you include a

meaningful image, saving your rough drafts as you go, and

writing on them what you intend to change for your final

version. Save your work in a suitable directory on your

floppy disk, and produce a screen dump.

Remember as this is evidence for ICT as well as written

communication, you will need to:

• Show you have chosen information relevant to your task

• Enter the information using formats that help

development

• Save your information

• Use appropriate layouts for presenting your information

in a consistent way

Page 38Page 38

Communication

Level 1
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Search: GO

Site map  Home  Customer Service   Search   Help 

XXXX Jigsaw

Top handle jig saw, supplied with key, 
anti scratch shoe cover, adaptor, and 
heavy duty carry case 
 

Electronic variable speed 
High power motor for durability 
Heavy duty steel shoe with anti 
scratch shoe cover 
4 Stage pendulum action 
Power input 500 watts 
No load stroke rate 800-3000 
spm
Stroke length 20mm 
Bevel capacity 45 deg 
Maximum cutting capacity in 
wood 85mm 
Maximum cutting capacity in 
steel 8mm 

Weight 2.8kg
 

 
REMEMBER – All products are inclusive of VAT & delivery within mainland 
UK                                                                                                                       
                       

Delivery: If ordered by 2pm, this item 
will be delivered the next working day.

XXXX Jigsaw £97.95 Inv VAT            Quantity            1 ORDER

 
Please select voltage:

Please select: 

Circular Saws, Jigsaws, Reciprocating Saws, Chopsaws, from Tool Shop.....Page 1 of 2

http://www.toolshop.coz/ishop/765.html

Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.1.1 Choose information that
is relevant to your tasks
(ICT-based source).

ICT
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ICT

Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.2.1 Enter information using
formats that help
development.
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ICT

Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.2.1 Enter information using
formats that help
development; and

ICT1.3.1 use appropriate layouts
for presenting information
in a consistent way.

1 Any Street

Any Village

Nr Anytown

Anyshire

XX1 0XX

Nick Carpenter

All Training Ltd

10 Training Lane

Anytown

Anyshire

XX1 3ZZ

15-3-05

Dear Nick

After a lot of research I think I have found the right jig saw for you.  It is a Delta

DG500. The picture below shows the jig saw and some of its features.

This jig saw is the best on the market it has variable speeds, a power input of 500

watts, a bevel capacity of 45 degrees. It can cut wood and thin steel and has a weight

of 2.8kg.  At the moment it is on a special offer price of £97.95.

Please confirm with me that I can order it for you.

Yours sincerely

A. Candidate
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1 Any Street

Any Village

Nr Anytown

Anyshire

XX1 0XX

Mr Nick Carpenter

All Training Ltd

10 Training Lane

Anytown

Anyshire

XX1 3ZZ

15-03-05

Dear Mr Carpenter

After a lot of research I think I have found the right jigsaw for you.  It

is a Delta DG500. The picture below shows the jigsaw and some of its

features.

This jigsaw is the best on the market.  It has variable speeds, a power

input of 500 watts and a bevel capacity of 45 degrees.  It can cut wood

and thin steel and has a weight of 2.8kg.  At the moment it is on a special

offer price of £97.95.

Please confirm with me that I can order it for you.

Yours sincerely

A. Candidate

Communication 
and ICT

Evidence must
show you can:

C1.3.1 Present relevant
information in a format
that suits your purpose;
and

C1.3.2 spell, punctuate and use
grammar accurately; and

C1.3.3 make your meaning clear
(use at least one image 
to obtain or convey
information).

ICT1.3.1 Use appropriate layouts
for presenting information
in a consistent way.
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ICT 

Evidence must
show you can:

ICT1.2.2 Save information so it
can be found easily.
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